Extensive adenosine-to-inosine (A-to-I) editing of nuclear-transcribed RNAs is the hallmark 42 of metazoan transcriptional regulation, and is fundamental to numerous biochemical processes. 43
Introduction
changed considerably during the diversification of metazoan, and does not increase directly 153 alongside organismal complexity. 154
155
The A-to-I editing associated sequence features are under strong constraint in metazoans. 156
Consistent with the double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) binding property of ADAR enzymes 2,6 , 157 we observed that A-to-I editing sites in all the sampled metazoans with ADARs were 158 preferentially located in potential dsRNA regions that could form by intramolecular folding of 159 pre-mRNA. Specifically, we found on average that 37% (ranging 6% to 86%) of the editing 160 sites target regions that show a reverse-complement alignment within their upstream or 161 downstream sequences, which is significantly higher than the expected levels of ~1% 162 calculated from randomly selected transcribed adenosines ( Fig. 2a ; See methods). These results 163 confirm that a stable dsRNA structure is critical for establishing A-to-I editing in vivo across 164 metazoans 42 , and further reveal that intramolecular folding of pre-mRNA is a major way to 165 form dsRNA substrates for A-to-I editing in most species. 166
Intermolecular hybridization of sense and antisense transcripts is another potential mechanism 167 to form dsRNA 43 , but its role in inducing A-to-I editing is thought to be negligible in mammals 168 44 . Taking advantage of the strand information provided by strand-specific RNA-seq, we found 169 that the proportions of editing sites that were located in regions containing transcription signals 170 on both strands (mean 17%, ranging 3% to 64%) were significantly higher than the expected 171 levels (mean 8%, ranging 3% to 32%) in 8 out of the 17 metazoans with ADARs ( Fig. 2b ; See 172 methods). In particular, while for most species there are generally many more editing sites 173 found in potential dsRNA regions formed by intramolecular folding, the ctenophore M. leidyi 174 and sea squirt Ciona savignyi showed a reverse tendency, with higher proportions of editing 175 sites found in regions with transcription signals in both strands (Fig. 2c ). This implies that 176 intermolecular hybridization of sense and antisense transcripts likely represents an important 177 means for forming dsRNA substrates for A-to-I editing, in at least some taxa. This conclusion 178 is further supported by the significantly higher-than-expected proportion of A-to-I editing sites 179 locating in regions targeted by RNA editing on both strands in many species (Supplementary 180 Fig. 2a,c) . 181
With regards to the genomic distribution of A-to-I editing, we found on average 81% (ranging 182 41% to 97%) of the metazoan editing sites were clustered, which is significantly higher than 183 the expected levels of less than l% (Fig. 2d ). The median distances between any two adjacent 184 editing sites were mostly around 5 nt (ranging 4 to 81 nt; Supplementary Table 4 ). Furthermore, editing levels of the clustered editing sites were generally higher than those of isolated sites, 186 except in Hydra vulgaris, Drosophila, C. savignyi and humans ( Supplementary Fig. 2b) . A 187 typical metazoan editing cluster (i.e. a region with ≥ 3 A-to-I editing sites and the distance of 188 two adjacent sites ≤ 30 nt) was ~50 nt in length, and harbored 9 A-to-I editing sites, and we 189 estimated that up to 52% of the adenosines within a cluster were targeted by RNA editing 190 ( Supplementary Table 4 ). Taken together, our results indicate that the majority of metazoan A-191 to-I editing sites are organized in dense clusters, within RNA regions that can form stable 192
If recoding editing is generally nonadaptive, one would also expect that nonsynonymous 283 editing is depleted from evolutionarily conserved genes which are less tolerant to mutations. 284
We thus divided the genes of each species into three groups according to the degree of 285 evolutionary conservation (see Methods). Group I and II comprise genes that have orthologs 286 in closely-related species, but with relatively low and high dN/dS ratios, representing the most 287 and moderately conserved groups, respectively. Group III comprises all the remaining genes, 288 that cannot find orthologs, and represents the least conserved group. As expected, the genes 289 subjected to recoding editing were generally enriched in the least conserved groups in most 290 metazoans ( Fig. 4d ), suggesting that recoding editing tends to be purged from the 291 evolutionarily conserved genes in most metazoans. Nevertheless, an inverse tendency can be 292 observed in the fruit flies and octopus, probably due to the relatively larger portions of adaptive 293 recoding sites in these species. This also implies that adaptive recoding editing more likely 294 emerged in the evolutionarily conserved genes, which benefit from increasing protein diversity 295 without introducing DNA mutation in these genes. 296
297

RNA editing preferentially affects cellular communication and cytoskeleton related genes 298
To uncover the functional preference of genes targeted by A-to-I editing in metazoans, we 299 conducted gene ontology (GO) based functional enrichment analysis for the RNA-recoded 300 genes (i.e. genes with at least one recoding site of which the average editing level across 301 samples > 0.1 or shared by at least two samples) in each species. Consistent with previous 302 observations in mammals 7,9 , insects 28,29,31 and cephalopods 33,34 , we found that 303 neurotransmission-related functions such as ion transmembrane transport, synaptic 304 transmission and gated channel activity were significantly enriched in diverse species including 305 human, zebrafish, acorn worm, Drosophila, ant and octopus ( Fig. 5a ), confirming the important 306 role of RNA editing in modulating neural function in bilaterians. Representative examples are 307 the voltage-gated K + channels, that show the same recoding events on two highly conserved 308 amino acid residues within the ion transport domain among Drosophila, ant, octopus and even 309 human ( Fig. 5b and Supplementary Table 5 ), and the glutamate ionotropic receptors in 310 vertebrates ( Supplementary Fig. 5a and Supplementary Table 5 ). Interestingly, although a 311 nervous system is absent in the sponge 46 , functional categories related to cellular 312 communication, signal transduction and response to stimulus were significantly enriched in 313 this early-branching and morphologically simple metazoan. Given that neurotransmission is 314 also part of the cell communication and signal transduction processes which mediate cellular 315 response to internal and external stimulus 47 , these results imply that RNA editing might have 316 been adopted to modulate the molecular pathways of stimulus response during the early stage 317 of metazoan evolution. 318 However, it is unexpected that significant enrichment of cytoskeleton-related functions such 319 as cytoskeletal protein binding, actin cytoskeleton organization and motor activity, was 320 frequently observed in diverse bilaterians (Fig. 5a ). Recoding editing of genes involved in 321 cytoskeleton-related functions has been only rarely reported previously 33, 34 . The only well-322 documented cases so far are the actin crosslinking proteins filamin α (FLNA) and filamin β 323 (FLNB), of which a conserved Q-to-R recoding event occur at the same position of both 324 proteins in mammals 48 . Our data not only confirms that recoding editing of FLNA or FLNB 325 occurs in humans, but also detects recoding events in sea urchin (FLNB), Drosophila (FLNA), 326 and acorn worm (FLNA). Other representative examples comprise the cilia and flagella 327 associated protein 100 (CFAP100) which contains a S-to-G recoding event shared by oyster 328 and acorn worm ( Fig. 5c and Supplementary Table 5 ), and fascin (an actin filament-bundling 329 protein) which has a Q-to-R recoding event shared by octopus, sea urchin and lancelet 330 (Supplementary Fig. 5b and Supplementary Table 5 ). The repeated emergence of same 331 recoding editing in the cytoskeleton-related genes in different lineages emphasizes an 332 important, but previously unappreciated, role of RNA editing in regulating cytoskeleton-333 related functions in metazoans. 334
335
Discussion
336
The phenomenon of RNA editing has been reported previously across a diverse range of 337 eukaryotes including metazoans, protists, fungi and plants, and to affect different types of RNA 338 1,49 . However, while in most eukaryotes it is exclusively limited to mitochondrial or chloroplast 339 RNA, the extensive editing of nuclear-transcribed mRNA is phylogenetically rare, and 340 restricted to metazoans and some filamentous ascomycetes in which it originated through 341 independent mechanisms 3, 50 . In this study, we present the first direct evidence that this method 342 for extensive alteration of nuclear DNA-encoded genetic information was adopted alongside 343 the origin of ADARs by the last common ancestor of extant metazoans ca 800 million years ago 344 51 , following its divergence from unicellular choanoflagellates. This raises the possibility that 345 ADAR-meditated RNA editing is an ancient regulatory process that was fundamental for initial 346 metazoan evolution. The evolutionary maintenance of ADAR-meditated RNA editing in 347 almost all extant metazoan lineages also emphasizes its essentiality in metazoan biology. 348
Consistent with the evolutionary constraint of ADARs, we show that the nucleotide sequence 349 and structural features surrounding A-to-I editing sites, including the strong favor of 350 uridine/adenosine and disfavor of guanosine in the adjacent 5' positions, and the tendency of 351 the underlying sequences to form dsRNA structures, are under strong constraint across the 352 animal kingdom, from the earliest branching ctenophore and sponge to human. These findings 353 might be valuable for ADAR-based RNA engineering, such as the recently reported RESTORE 354 and LEAPER approaches, which can recruit endogenous ADAR to specific transcripts for site-355 directed RNA editing in human cells 52,53 , as these conserved features imply that the approaches 356 developed based on one species (usually human) may well be easily applicable to other 357 metazoan species with ADARs. 358
It is now generally acknowledged that the complexity of transcriptional regulation coincides 359 with organismal complexity 54 . RNA editing and alternative splicing have long been proposed 360 to serve as important co/post-transcriptional regulatory mechanisms for increasing 361 transcriptome diversity 3, 55 . However, while alternative splicing has been demonstrated to be 362 strongly associated with organismal complexity 56 , we do not observe such a relationship 363 between the extent of global RNA-editing and organismal complexity in metazoans. Together 364 with our observations that in metazoans A-to-I editing preferentially targets evolutionary 365 young repetitive elements, and that recoding events in protein-coding sequences are generally 366 neutral or slightly deleterious, these findings question the ancestral role of A-to-I RNA editing 367 as a transcriptome or proteome diversifier in metazoans. Recent ADAR1-knockout studies in 368 human cells and mice indicated that ADAR1-mediated A-to-I editing of endogenous dsRNAs 369 formed by inverted repeats, plays a key role in preventing cellular sensing of endogenous 370 dsRNA as nonself (e.g. viral RNA), thus avoiding autoinflammation 18,57 . This suggests that 371 the avoidance of aberrant immune responses triggered by the accumulation of endogenous 372 dsRNA represents the primary driving force for preserving the extensive A-to-I editing in most 373 metazoan lineages. Alternatively, given that most editing sites are only edited at low to 374 moderate levels in all the species examined, and thus might not be sufficient to unwind dsRNAs 375 to avoid immune response, we hypothesize that metazoans may benefit from the maintenance 376 of mild single-nucleotide mutations in the RNA pool, as these mutations can provide plentiful 377 transcript variants that might help metazoans cope with unpredictable future conditions in their 378
life. 379
Our extensive survey across the phylogeny of metazoans also emphasizes that Drosophila and 380 cephalopods, whose RNA editomes harbor relatively high proportions of adaptive recoding 381 events subject to positive selection, are actually evolutionary exceptions in the animal kingdom. 382
The abundant recoding editing in cephalopods has been demonstrated to emerge in the ancestor 383 of coleoids after splitting from nautiloids, with the expansion of the cephalopod RNA editomes 384 34 . In contrast, we find that the Drosophila RNA editomes have been greatly contracted in 385 comparison to most metazoans, while a considerable portion of recoding events is maintained 386 by natural selection. When this Drosophila pattern emerged during the evolution of insects 387 remains unknown. At least, the fact that more 'classic' RNA editomes, in which the majority 388 of sites targeting repetitive elements and rare recoding editing, are observed in ants and recently 389 in bumble bees 32 , indicates that this Drosophila pattern must emerge after the divergence of 390 
Sample collection 412
To rule out that false positives resulted from genetic variation during RNA-editing site 413 identification, matching DNA and RNA sequences generated from the same 414 individual/specimen are the ideal data for use in RNA editing studies 39,60 . Thus, for the 415 metazoan species with sufficient body mass, both genomic DNA and total RNA were extracted 416 from the same individual, after grinding of the tissue/whole organism in liquid nitrogen. Two 417 to three individuals were collected as biological replicates. These species included the comb 418 jelly Mnemiopsis leidyi (three whole adults), the sponge Amphimedon queenslandica (three 419 biopsies from three adults), the sea anemone Nematostella vectensis (three whole adults), the 420 sea hare Aplysia californica (three whole juveniles), the oyster Crassostrea gigas (three whole 421 adults after removing shells), the sea urchin Strongylocentrotus purpuratus (three pairs of 422 gonad and non-gonad tissues dissected from one female and two male adults; non-gonad tissues 423 comprised the digestive, water vascular, and nervous systems), the acorn worm Ptychodera 424 flava (three whole adults), the lancelet Branchiostoma belcheri (three whole adults), the sea 425 squirt Ciona savignyi (two whole adults) and the zebrafish Danio rerio (three whole adults). 426
For metazoan species from which a single individual is not sufficient to allow the simultaneous 427 extraction of sufficient DNA and RNA for sequencing library construction, 10-15 individuals 428 with similar genetic background were pooled together, then both genomic DNA and total RNA 429 were extracted from the same pool of organisms after the whole pool was ground in liquid 430 nitrogen. These included the hydra Hydra vulgaris (10 adults per pool, two pools to serve as 431 biological replicates), the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster (15 male adults per pool, two 432 pools), and Drosophila simulans (15 male adults per pool, two pools). 433
For the unicellular species and tiny metazoan species, biomass was first increased by the 434 propagation of a single colony with the same genetic background, then both genomic DNA and 435 total RNA were extracted from the same culture of organisms. These included the 436 sequenced on the BGISEQ-500RS platform using the PE100 chemistry according to the 475 manufacturer's instructions (MGI Tech Co., Ltd., Shenzhen, China). Details about the 476 sequencing platform and data production for each sample were presented in Supplementary 477 Table 1 . 478
Identification of RNA-editing sites 480 (i) Quality control for raw sequencing data 481
All the DNA-and RNA-seq reads were first submitted to SOAPnuke (v1.5.6) 64 for quality 482 control by removal of adapter-contaminated reads and low-quality reads before subsequent 483 analyses with parameters -G -l 20 -q 0.2 -E 60 -5 1 -Q 2. 484
(ii) Adjustment of reference genome with DNA-seq data 485
Given that many samples were collected from wild animals, which have high levels of 486 heterozygosity, or were from strains which are genetically different from those used for 487 assembling the reference genomes, we employed Pilon (v1.21) 65 to adjust the reference 488 genome of each species using the DNA-seq data from different samples separately, generating 489 sample-specific reference genomes for each species before RNA-editing site identification. 490
Specifically, DNA sequence reads from each sample of a species were first aligned to the 491 published reference genome using BWA-MEM (v0.7.15) 66 with default parameters. Then, 492 genome adjustment was performed by Pilon with default parameters except that --fix snps was 493 set, using the original reference genome FASTA and the DNA BAM files as input. It is 494 noteworthy that we only adjusted SNPs in the reference genomes in order to ensure that the 495 adjusted genomes from different samples of the same species have the same length and the 496 same coordinate system. The version and source of the original reference genome for each 497 species were listed in Supplementary Table 1 . 498
(iii) Identification of RNA-editing sites with RES-Scanner 499
RNA-editing sites from each sample were first identified by RES-Scanner (v20160713), a 500 software package that was designed to identify transcriptome-wide RNA-editing sites with 501 matching DNA-and RNA-seq data from the same individual or specimen 39 . Briefly, RES-502 Scanner invoked BWA-ALN (v0.7.15) 67 to align the DNA and RNA reads that passed quality 503 control to the adjusted reference genome of each species, followed by filtering low-quality 504 alignments, calling homozygous genotype from DNA data, and identifying candidate RNA-505 editing sites from RNA data by ruling out false-positives resulted from genetic variants and 506 sequencing or alignment errors. In general, default parameters were used for the whole pipeline, 507 except that the mapping quality cutoff was set to 5 for DNA alignment (default 20) and the 508 numbers of bases masked at the 5'-and 3'-end of a DNA read was set to 0 (default 6). This 509 was done as we found that lowering these requirements for the DNA data could yield RNA-510 editing sites with higher accuracy in many species, manifesting as the higher proportions of A-511 to-I editing sites out of all identified editing sites.
(vi) Identification of hyper-editing sites 513
Given that A-to-I editing sites tend to occur in clusters, the heavily edited RNA reads 514 (commonly called hyper-edited reads) which contain many of the same type of substitutions in 515 relation to the reference genome, often fail to be aligned during normal alignment process. In 516 order to capture these hyper-edited reads and the clusters of editing sites they harbor, we next 517 performed hyper-editing detection for each sample following a scheme originally proposed by 518
Porath et al 40 . 519
We first collected the RNA read pairs that could not be aligned to the adjusted reference 520 genome or that had mapping quality < 20 from the RNA BAM files generated by the RES-521
Scanner pipeline as described above. We then removed the read pairs for which one or both 522 reads contained more than 10% of Ns along their lengths, or had particularly large (>60%) or 523 small (<10%) percentage of a single-type nucleotide as recommended by Porath et al 40 . Next, 524 we adopted a "three-letter" alignment strategy to align these potential hyper-edited reads, in 525 order to overcome the excess mismatches in relation to the reference genome. For example, to 526 align the RNA reads with many A-to-I editing sites (i.e. many A-to-G mismatches), all Ts in 527 the first read of a read pair were transformed to Cs, and all the As in the second read of a read 528 pair were transformed to Gs. This is because, for read pairs generated from the dUTP-based 529 strand-specific RNA-seq libraries, the second read is from the original RNA strand/template 530 while the first read is from the opposite strand 68 . In the meantime, two versions of the reference 531 genome were created, of which the first version was named the positive reference, with all As 532 transformed to Gs, and the second version was named the negative reference, with all Ts 533 transformed to Cs. 534
Next, the transformed read pairs were aligned to both the positive and negative references by 535 BWA-ALN with parameters -n 0.02 -o 0, yielding the positive and negative alignments, 536 respectively. Then, we filtered both alignments by removing read pairs that were not aligned 537 to the reference genome concordantly, and the reads within concordantly aligned pairs that had 538 mapping score < 20. In addition, for positive alignment, we further required that the first read 539 in a pair was the reverse complement of the reference genome, while the second read was 540 aligned to reference genome directly; for negative alignment, we required that the first read in 541 a read pair was directly aligned to reference genome, while the second read was the reverse 542 complement of the reference genome. 543
After the strict quality control for the BWA alignments, we converted the transformed reads to 544 their original sequences, followed by trimming the first and last 10 bases of each read in the 545 alignments. Then we identified hyper-edited reads by requiring the mismatch rate of a trimmed 546 read to be > 5%, and the proportion of the expected mismatches (i.e. A-to-G substitution in this 547 example) against all mismatches to be > 60% as recommended by Porath et al 40 . Finally, BAM 548 files of hyper-edited RNA reads were submitted to RES-Scanner to extract potential editing 549 sites together with the matching DNA BMA files generated in the previous step. RES-Scanner 550 was run with default parameters in general, except that the mapping quality cutoff was set to 5 551 for DNA alignment, the numbers of bases masked at the 5'-and 3'-end of a read were set to 0 552 for both DNA and RNA reads, the minimum number of RNA reads supporting editing was set 553 to 2 (default 3), and the minimum editing level was set to 0 (default 0.05). 554
The above hyper-editing detection method was undertaken for all of the 12 possible 555 substitution types of RNA editing in each sample of a species, and the results from all the 12 556 substitution types were combined together by discarding those sites that presented different 557 editing types in any single genomic position. 558
(v) Combing the results of RES-Scanner and hyper-editing detection 559
To generate the representative RNA-editing sites for a species, and to improve the 560 identification of editing sites in each sample, we combined the editing sites identified by RES-561 Scanner (step iii) and hyper-editing detection (step vi) in each sample, to obtain a 562 comprehensive map of potentially editable positions in the reference genome of each species. 563
If a genomic position was identified as an editing site in both methods, we respectively added 564 the numbers of RNA reads supporting editing, and the number supporting non-editing as 565 generated by these two methods. We then retrieved the missed editing sites in each sample in 566 these editable positions using the criteria of at least one RNA read supporting editing and the 567 false discovery rate (FDR) 69 adjusted p value for this site to be resulted from sequencing error 568 < 0.01. Specifically, statistical tests were performed based on the binomial distribution B(k, n, 569 p), where p was set to be the maximal probability of an RNA base to be a sequencing error (i.e. 570 0.1% here as we only used RNA bases with Phred quality score ≥ 30), n was equal to the total 571 read depth of a given candidate editing site, and k denoted the number of reads supporting 572 editing. We also used the DNA-seq data from multiple samples to further remove false-573 positives resulted from genetic variants, by discarding those editing sites for which the genomic 574 DNA showing the same type of substitution as RNA editing (i.e. the frequency of edited base 575 versus the total number of bases covering this position > 0.1) in any one of the multiple DNA 576 samples. RNA-editing sites that displayed different editing types in different samples of a 577 species were also discarded. 578
We have updated the software package RES-Scanner we previously established for RNA-579 editing site scanning by compiling above steps (step i to v). This RES-Scanner2 now can also 580 identify hyper-editing sites. It works from raw sequencing reads and is applicable to RNA-581 editing site detection in any species with matching DNA-and RNA-seq data. 582 583
RNA-editing sites for additional metazoan species 584
To increase the phylogenetic coverage of the investigated species, we collected the matching 585 DNA-seq and strand-specific RNA-seq data from the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans 586 (pooled whole organisms collected from three larval stages and two adult stages) 26 , the leaf-587 cutting ant Acromyrmex echinatior (three pooled head samples of the small worker caste 588 collected from three colonies, respectively) 31 , the octopus Octopus bimaculoides (four neural 589 tissue samples including faxial nerve cord, optic lobe, subesophageal ganglia and 590 supraesophageal ganglia) 37 and human (three brain samples from three male adults, 591 respectively) 22 . The SRA accession numbers and statistics of the downloaded sequencing data 592 were presented in Supplementary Table 1 . RNA-editing sites in each of the four species were 593 identified using the same procedure (step i to v) as described above. 594 595
Refining the ORFs and annotating UTRs for protein-coding genes 596
Protein-coding genes (GFF/GTF and corresponding cds/pep FASTA files) were downloaded 597 from public databases along with the reference genomes, of which the sources were presented 598
in Supplementary Table 1 . The correctness of the open-reading frames (ORFs) in the GFF/GTF 599 files were checked for all the protein-coding genes, with the defective ORFs such as those that 600
were not the integer multiple of 3 in length or not exactly matching the protein sequences 601 presented in the downloaded pep FASTA files being carefully corrected by in-house scripts. 602 Then the transcript model with the longest ORF was chosen as the representative model for a 603 locus if multiple transcript models were annotated in this locus. 604 5'-and 3'-UTRs for the representative ORFs were annotated using the RNA-seq data used in 605 this study, for all the species except for human. Briefly, RNA-seq reads that passed quality 606 control as described above were first aligned to the reference genome of each species by 607 HISAT2 (v2.1.0) 70 , with default parameters except setting --rf, followed by removing those 608 reads that could be mapped to multiple positions of the genome. Then, transcribed regions with 609 continual RNA depth ≥ 5X were extended from the 5'-and 3'-end of each representative ORF 610 to serve as initial 5'-and 3'-UTRs, respectively. Next, an iterative process was used to further recruit the upstream or downstream transcribed regions that were apart from, but linked by ≥ 5 612 junction reads to previously defined UTRs. If a gene had different 5'-or 3'-UTRs annotated in 613 different samples, the longest one was chosen as the representative 5'-or 3'-UTR for this gene. 614 615 Gene expression quantification and transcript assembly with RNA-seq data 616 HISAT2 alignments generated in the above analysis were used to quantify gene expression 617 levels for the refined representative gene models in each species. Only the RNA-seq reads that 618 were aligned to one position of the reference genome, and that overlapped with annotated exons 619 were kept for expression quantification. Gene expression levels were measured by RPKM 620 (reads per kilobase per million mapped exonic reads), and the RPKM values in all the 621 sequenced samples from the same species were adjusted by a scaling normalization method 622 based on TMM (trimmed mean of M values) to normalize the sequencing bias among samples 623 71 . We also assembled transcripts for each species with StringTie (v1.3.4d) 72 with default 624 parameters using the HISAT2 alignments as input. These transcript models were regarded as 625 one kind of reference models during the manual annotation of ADAR genes as described below. as potential ADAR genes. Of note, ADAD genes, which usually contain one or more dsRBDs 646 and one AD, were also identified as potential ADARs by our criteria, but they could be 647 distinguished from ADARs according to phylogenetic analysis (see below). The information of 648 ADAR genes annotated in each species, including the coding nucleotide sequences, protein 649 sequences, domain annotations and editing sites are presented in Supplementary Table 3 . 650
Phylogenetic analysis of all the potential ADARs identified above, were performed with the 651 AD peptide sequences (ca 324 amino acids in length) using MEGA7 with the neighbor-joining 652 method 75 . We did not perform phylogenetic analysis whit the dsRBDs, as the lengths of the 653 dsRBDs were generally very short (ca 40 to 60 amino acids) and the copy number of dsRBDs 654 varied among ADARs both within and between species. The peptide sequences of ADs used 655 for phylogenetic analysis were aligned using ClustalW as implemented in MEGA7. Reliability 656 of the trees was estimated using 1,000 bootstrap replications ( Supplementary Fig. 2d ). To 657 further estimate the divergence between any two potential ADARs, we calculated the 658 nonsynonymous substitution rates (dN) for any pair of potential ADARs using PAML (v4.9i) 659 76 with the Yang & Nielsen (2000) method 77 , according to the codon alignment of the ADs 660 ( Supplementary Fig. 2e ). 661 662
Identification of editing sites locating in potential dsRNA regions 663
The dsRNA regions formed by two potential mechanisms, intramolecular folding of pre-664 mRNA and intermolecular hybridization of sense-antisense transcripts, were tested for the 665 enrichment of A-to-I editing sites. 666
For the mechanism of intramolecular folding, we extracted a 401 nt sequence centered on each 667 A-to-I editing site, then searched this query sequence against a 4001 nt sequence centered on 668 corresponding A-to-I editing site using BLASTN (v2.2.26) with parameters -F F -e 1e-2. Then 669 an A-to-I editing site was identified as locating in a dsRNA region formed by intramolecular 670 folding, if a reverse-complement alignment was detected with identity ≥ 80%, the aligned 671 length was ≥ 50 nt, and the aligned region of the query sequence spanned the edited adenosine. 672
For the mechanism of intermolecular hybridization of sense-antisense transcripts, we examined 673 the RNA coverage of a 101 nt region centered on each A-to-I editing site, and searched for the 674 regions with RNA depth ≥ 2X along >50% of the region length, on both strands. 675
To estimate the expected ratio of A-to-I editing sites that occurred in dsRNA regions formed 676 by the above two different mechanisms in each sample, we randomly selected an adenosine site with comparable RNA depth (i.e. within ± 20% of the editing site) for each editing site in 678 a sample, and performed the same analyses for these control adenosine sites. The significance 679 levels for the difference between the observed and expected ratios were examined by two-tailed 680 paired t-tests in each species. 681 682
Definition of clustered and isolated editing sites 683
For each sample of a species, we considered a genomic region containing ≥ 3 A-to-I editing 684 sites, of which the distance for two adjacent sites was ≤ 30 nt, as an RNA-editing cluster. The 685 genomic locations of the first and last editing sites in a cluster were assigned as the start and 686 end genomic positions of this cluster. A-to-I editing sites located in the defined editing clusters 687 were regarded as clustered editing sites, and those outside editing clusters were regarded as 688 isolated editing sites. To estimate the expected ratio of A-to-I editing sites occurring in clusters 689 in each sample, we randomly selected an adenosine site with comparable RNA depth (i.e. 690 within ± 20% of the editing site) for each editing site in a sample, and calculated the ratio of 691 these control adenosine sites occurring in clusters. The significance levels for the difference 692 between the observed and expected ratios were examined by two-tailed paired t-tests in each 693 species. 694 695
Analysis of the neighboring nucleotide preference for A-to-I editing 696
The Two Sample Logo software (v1.21) 78 was used to analyze the neighboring nucleotide 697 preference of A-to-I editing sites with parameters -K N -T binomial -C nucleo_weblogo -y. 698
Specifically, for each species, the eleven-nucleotide sequences with the edited adenosines in 699 the center were used as the foreground dataset, while the eleven-nucleotide sequences centered 700 by the transcribed (RNA depth ≥ 2X) but unedited adenosines locating within ± 50 nt of the 701 edited adenosines, were used as the background dataset for Two Sample Logo analysis. 702
Nucleotides were plotted using the size of the nucleotide that was proportional to the difference 703 between the foreground and background datasets. 704 705
Annotation of repetitive elements 706
Considering that the repetitive elements of many species investigated in this study are either 707 not well annotated and/or not publicly available, we re-annotated the repetitive elements of all 708 the sampled species except human using the same strategy. Repetitive elements of the human 709 genome (GRCh38/hg38) have been well annotated and thus were downloaded from UCSC 710 directly.
Repetitive elements in the genome assembly of other sampled species were identified by 712 homology searches against known repeat databases and de novo predictions as previously 713 described 79 . Briefly, we carried out homology searches for known repetitive elements in each 714 genome assembly by screening the Repbase-derived RepeatMasker libraries with 715
RepeatMasker (v4.0.6; setting -nolow -no_is -norna -engine ncbi) 80 and the transposable 716 element protein database with RepeatProteinMask (an application within the RepeatMasker 717 package; setting -noLowSimple -pvalue 0.0001 -engine ncbi). For de novo prediction, 718
RepeatModeler (v1.0.8) 81 was executed on the genome assembly to build a de novo repeat 719 library for each species, respectively. Then RepeatMasker was employed to align the genome 720 sequences to the de novo library for identifying repetitive elements. We also searched each 721 genome assembly for tandem repeats using Tandem Repeats Finder (v4.07) 82 with parameters 722
Match=2 Mismatch=7 Delta=7 PM=80 PI=10 Minscore=50 MaxPeriod=2000. To confirm 723 the reliability of our annotations, we compared our repeat annotation results of the fruit fly 724
Drosophila melanogaster and the zebrafish Danio rerio with those downloaded from UCSC 725 and observed good consistency ( Supplementary Fig. 3a,b) . 
Analysis of relationship between repeat divergence and editing density 742
The divergence rates of repetitive elements in each species were estimated by RepeatMasker, 743 by comparing the repeat sequences to the ancestral consensus sequences identified by 744
RepeatModeler during the repeat annotation process as described above. Only the transcribed 745 repeat loci with no less than 50 nucleotides covered by ≥ 2 RNA reads were used for this 746 analysis. The transcribed repeat loci were first sorted according to divergence rate from the 747 lowest to the highest (i.e. the youngest to oldest), then divided into 10 equal bins with the same 748 transcribed repeat loci in each bin. Next the editing density for each bin was calculated, as the 749 number of A-to-I editing sites located in repeat loci belonging to this bin, divided by the total 750 number of transcribed adenosines (RNA depth ≥ 2X) from the repeat loci in this bin. The 751 editing density of each bin was first calculated for each sample of a species separately, then the 752 mean editing density across samples was calculated as the representative value for a species. 753
The relationships between repeat divergence rate and editing density in all species were 754 displayed by a heatmap as presented in Fig. 3d . 755
756
Estimating the potentials of repeat and non-repeat regions to form dsRNA 757
The potential of repeat and non-repeat genomic regions to form dsRNA was approximatively 758 measured as the ratios of repeat and non-repeat derived genomic sites locating in regions that 759 could find a reverse-complement alignment in nearby regions. Briefly, we randomly selected 760 100,000 sites from the genomic regions annotated as repeat and non-repeat, respectively. Then, 761
we extracted a 401 nt sequence centered on each randomly selected site and searched this query 762 sequence against a 4001 nt sequence centered on the corresponding repeat or non-repeat 763 genomic site using BLASTN (v2.2.26) with parameters -F F -e 1e-2. Then a repeat or non-764 repeat derived genomic site was regarded as locating in a potential dsRNA region formed by 765 intramolecular folding, if a reverse-complement alignment was detected with identity ≥ 80%, 766 aligned length ≥ 50 nt, and the aligned region of the query sequence spanned this randomly 767 selected site. The ratio of such sites against all randomly selected sites was calculated to 768 represent the potential of repeat or non-repeat regions to form dsRNA in a species, and the 769 same process was iterated for 100 times to estimate the distribution (see Supplementary Fig.  770 4c). Supplementary Table 6 . 805
Briefly, all the protein sequences from each target species were first aligned to its related 806 species genome using TBLASTN (blast-2.2.26) with parameters -F F -e 1e-5, followed by 807 chaining the syntenic blocks and picking one candidate locus for each target-species protein 808 with the highest TBLASTN bit score by in-house scripts. Then the genomic sequences of these candidate loci together with 2 kb flanking sequences, were extracted from the related-810 species genome and submitted to GeneWise (wise-2.4.1) to determine the protein sequences 811 by aligning the target-species proteins to these related-species genomic sequences. The 812 related-species proteins were then aligned back to all the protein sequences of the target 813 species using BLASTP (blast-2.2.26) with parameters -F F -e 1e-5, and only those hitting the 814 expected proteins in the target species with the highest BLASTP bit score were identified as 815 orthologous proteins in related species. Next, the protein sequences of each orthologous pair 816 were aligned using MAFFT (v6.923) 83 with parameters --maxiterate 1000 -localpair, 817 followed by the replacement of the amino acids by their corresponding codons for each species. 818
The orthologous pairs of which the MAFFT alignments with invalid sites (i.e. presented as "-" 819 in one of the two aligned sequences) exceeding 50% of the alignment length were discarded. 820
Then the dN/dS ratio for each qualified orthologous pair was calculated using PAML (v4.9i) 76 821 with the Yang & Nielsen (2000) method 77 . 822
Finally, the genes of each target species were divided into three groups according to the degree 823 of evolutionary conservation, and the observed/expected number of recoded genes among 824 different groups was calculated. Specifically, group I was comprised of genes with orthologs 825 in closely-related species and dN/dS ratios lower than the median value among all orthologous 826 pairs, representing the most conserved group; Group II was comprised of genes with orthologs 827 in closely-related species with dN/dS ratios higher than the median value among all orthologous 828 pairs, representing the moderately conserved group; Group III was comprised of all the 829 remaining genes that cannot find orthologs in closely-related species, representing the least 830 conserved group. The expected probability of a gene being recoded in a species was estimated 831 as the number of recoded genes out of all transcribed protein-coding genes (RPKM > 1 in at 832 least one sample) in this species, and the expected number of recoded genes in each 833 conservation group was calculated as the number of genes in this group multiplied by the 834 expected probability of a gene being recoded. The significance level for the difference between 835 observed and expected numbers in each conservation group was estimated by a two-tailed 836 binomial test. GO annotations, we first aligned all the proteins of these species to the UniProt database 846 (release-2019_04) using BLASTP (blast-2.2.26) with parameters -F F -e 1e-5. Then the best 847 hit of each query gene was retained based on its BLASTP bit score, and the GO annotations 848 of this best hit was assigned to the query gene. 849 GO enrichment analysis was conducted for genes with at least one recoding site of which the 850 mean editing level across samples > 0.1, or the editing event shared by at least two samples, in 851 order to reduce the influence of nonadaptive recoding sites that are likely the by-products of 852 promiscuous ADAR activity. Hypergeometric tests were employed to examine whether the 853 recoded genes of a species was enriched in a specific GO term in relation to background genes 854 as previously described 31 , by comparing the number of recoded genes annotated to this GO 855 term, the number of recoded genes not annotated to this GO term, the number of background 856 genes (i.e. the protein-coding genes with RPKM > 1 in at least one sample after excluding the 857 recoded genes in the species) annotated to this GO term, and the number of background genes 858 not annotated to this GO term. P-values were adjusted for multiple testing by applying FDR 69 , 859 and the GO terms with adjusted p-values < 0.05 in at least three species (Note: GO terms shared 860 by D. melanogaster and D. simulans were only counted once here) were considered as the 861 general functional categories preferred by metazoan recoding editing. 862 863
Identification of conserved recoding events shared by multiple species 864
To identify recoding events shared by two or more species, we first identified the orthologous 865 groups of genes (i.e. gene families) from the seventeen metazoan species with reliable RNA 866 editing using OrthoFinder (v2.2.7) 84 with default parameters. For the gene families that 867 contained recoded genes from multiple species, we aligned the protein sequences of the 868 recoded genes using MUSCLE (v3.8.31) 85 with parameter -maxiters 1000 and filtered poorly 869 aligned positions using Gblocks (v0.91b) 86 . Next recoding events occurring in the same 870 position in the alignments and causing the same amino acid changes among at least two species 871 were identified as conserved recoding events. Recoding events only shared by D. melanogaster 872 and D. simulans were removed. Only recoding sites in which the mean editing levels were no 873 less than 0.1 across samples of a species, or were shared by at least two samples, were used in 874 this analysis. The complete list of recoding events shared by multiple species was presented in 875 Supplementary Table 5 . 
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